Introduction.
In this note we prove that an isomorphism of p-adic group rings of finite p-groups maps class sums onto class sums. For integral group rings this is a well known theorem of Glauberman (see [3; 7] ). As an appliCation, we show that any automorphism of the p-adic group ring of a finite p-group of nil potency class 2 is composed of a group automorphism and a conjugation by a suitable element of the p-adic group algebra. This was proved for integral group rings of finite nilpotent groups of class 2 in [5] . 
,
Comparing (4) and (5) we have
'" -(7) ajv = (G : 1).Lt kjxt(xj) Xt(gv)'
It follows from (7) (7) that (G: 1) ajfl is a rational number and hence a rational integer. But since ajv is a p-adic integer and (G : 1) is a p-power it follows that ajv is a rational integer. Hence 
Applications.
We state two applications and indicate the proofs briefly as they are well known in the integral case and the proofs in this case are identical.
THEOREM2. Let 0 be an automorphism of Zp(G), where G is nilpotent of class 2.
Then thereexists an automorphismXof G and a unit l' of Qp(G) such that t 0 (g) = ::I::'Yg)"}'-l for all g E G.
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